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Abstract: Treat intelligence has played a key role in keeping networks secure for as long as computers have 
communicated. With the aim to collaboratively defend against the increasing threats in and from cyberspace, Cyber Threat 
Intelligence (CTI) has risen in popularity, and in correlation a growth of concepts and terms within the field is observable. 
While largely benefiting the ability to secure networks, this growth has also led to assumptions and confusion surrounding 
how technical experts work in practice. This paper examines how the technical threat intelligence community share CTI and 
their methods and practices. Through a combined approach drawing on ethnography, interviews and questionnaires we 
examine aspects of knowledge sharing in the CTI community based on using Structured Threat Information Expression 
(STIX). It is found that while sharing threat intelligence is deemed to be crucial, the adoption of STIX is hindered by strict 
policies for classification and trust, unclear use of terminology and too much flexibility within STIX. While the flexibility in 
STIX has played a vital part in the ability to structure CTI and build bridges between CTI communities, this paper argues that 
with growing amounts of data, new possibilities and tools for data-based analysis, increased precision within terminology 
and definitions is needed to advance the field. The flexibility of STIX allows wide applicability, but also causes lack of 
precision in the expression of CTI. This reduces the possibility for data analytics and creates a potential for false 
expectations in the development of the field of CTI, thereby representing a global security concern for private and state 
actors alike. 
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1. Introduction 
The cyber domain is recognized as the new battlefield where modern day conflicts are fought. To defend 
ourselves we need to cooperate, through executing and sharing threat intelligence. In July 2016, NATO 
recognized cyberspace as a domain equal to air, land and sea (NATO, 2016). To achieve successful defense it is 
essential to establish collaboration and active sharing of intelligence between partner organizations. This is 
similar to traditional threat intelligence, which is the foundation for cyber threat intelligence. Although they 
use different tools, the content and processes are relatively similar. Yet, some crucial difference are important 
to note. Firstly, in contrast to physical-world threat intelligence, in cyberspace it is possible to change the 
terrain or battlefield to one’s own benefit, as digital networks are privately owned. Secondly, the “footprints” 
or signatures of threat actors are mainly found through detecting them in networks where attacks have taken 
place. The availability of data about the actors is thus often tied to the infrastructure within which they 
operate. Hence, the information needed to defend preemptively is dependent on collaboration. Exchange of 
intelligence regarding the digital battlefield is arguably less relevant than intelligence about the actual threats. 
In this way, the scope of cyber threat intelligence is slightly narrower than physical/traditional intelligence. In 
this paper we use the abbreviation CTI (Cyber Threat Intelligence) when discussing digital threat intelligence. 
We use the term CTI to refer to both the process of creating CTI and the shareable results of such processes. 

1.1 The Emergence of CTI 
Exploring available search engine data shows that the term “cyber threat intelligence” has had  growth since 
2013, while “threat intelligence” has been searched for continuously, but somewhat increasingly since 2004 
(Google, 2019). A strong peak is visible in February 2015, following the White House publication of the “Cyber 
Threat Intelligence Integration Center” (White House, 2015). Even though the term “Cyber Threat Intelligence” 
is relatively new, we have observed threat intelligence work in the digital domain for as long as computers 
have been connected to networks. One of the first public cases documenting the use thereof is during the 
Morris-worm in 1988: the first worm to spread itself across digital networks, with significant consequences for 
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the global computer network of that time. An analysis of the malware after the incident revealed a simple 
program, which despite its simplicity had enormous consequences due to its innovative way of spreading 
(Spafford, 1989). As the outbreak started, a technical collaboration was created through an emailing list where 
technical personnel exchanged information on how the worm had been identified, how to handle infections, 
and how to protect against infection (Phage, 1988). This type of collaboration is exactly what we now refer to 
as CTI, meaning the people behind the mailing list were pioneers in the field of CTI. 

1.2 Tactical CTI 
“Threat intelligence is evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and 
actionable advice, about an existing or emerging menace or hazard to assets that can be used to inform 
decisions regarding the subject's response to that menace or hazard” (Gartner, 2013).  We emphasize 
“evidence-based knowledge”, as CTI needs to be based upon evidence in order to be trusted. It is also of 
importance that this type of knowledge can be used for mitigating threats, and hence needs to be actionable. 
The Allied Joint Procedures published and used by NATO (NATO, 2016), concur with this definition of threat 
intelligence, elaborating on the differences between threat data, threat information and threat intelligence. 
Threat data can be processed to become threat information, which needs structure and adoption for a given 
audience in order to qualify as threat intelligence. 
 
In “The Pyramid of Pain” from 2013 (Bianco, 2013) David Bianco presents a model for representation of CTI-
relevant data. The model is presented in different formats in most contexts where CTI is discussed. The 
pyramid emphasizes what data and knowledge to prioritize for robustness against digital threats. At the 
bottom of the pyramid are hash values of malware samples, which is simple to detect for the defenders, but 
equally simple to change for the attackers. At the top of the pyramid, Bianco places TTPs (Tactics, Techniques 
and Procedures) as the hardest for the attackers to change (to avoid detection), but also the hardest for 
defenders to identify. “TTP” is a concept with long traditions in intelligence, but is challenging to use within 
CTI, as it is difficult to specify what exactly tactics, techniques and procedures are when sharing and 
(automatically) processing CTI. The development of capabilities for detecting threats based on TTPs are 
nevertheless of utmost importance for further development of our collective defense in the cyber domain. In 
2014 Ryan Stillions published a similar model, the “Detection Maturity Level” (DML) model (Stillions, 2014) 
seen in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: A slightly expanded version of the DML model (Bromander et al., 2016) 

Stillions’ DML model specifies hierarchical levels/types of data an organization should be able to consume to 
be at given level. In this case, to be “able to consume” means not only receive and understand the data or 
information, but also to be able to take useful action based on it. The model has proven to be useful in several 
contexts, for example for describing the relevant data exchanged within CTI (Bromander S. M., 2016) where 
tactics, techniques and procedures are behavioral indicators. 
 
Chismon and Ruks (2015) proposed a model representing the current types of CTI, and to what degree they 
were detailed and of long-term use. This is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: (David Chismon, 2015) 

The model of Chismon and Ruks illustrates that the more detailed the knowledge is, the more certainty about 
the threat actor’s presence and identity can be obtained, and that the more robust (long term) it is, the longer 
the knowledge is useful for the defenders. Tactical threat intelligence, consisting of TTPs, is of most value in 
the attempt to detect and prevent future attacks. Yet, this is one of the least developed areas within CTI, and 
this is the area with the strongest focus in research and development within CTI.  

1.3 Structured Threat Intelligence and the Myth of “Everyone Uses STIX” 
To stimulate development in the field of CTI we need a structured way of representing data, information and 
knowledge about cyber threats. Several initiatives exist in this regard, and the one gaining most attention has 
been Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX). Proposed by Barnum et al. in 2012 (Barnum, 2012), STIX 
is an Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based language created to make sharing of CTI more than just sharing 
data.  Since its first release STIX has been updated, through 2.0 in 2017 (OASIS, 2019) with changes in the 
language structure based on usage experience and feedback from the community. Another major change was 
to use JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) instead of XML. As a result, STIX now consists of 12 different STIX 
Domain Objects (SDO) and two different relationship types which have a list of suggestions for relationship 
names and which SDOs they may connect. STIX is argued to be the de facto standard for representing cyber 
threat intelligence within the technical CTI community (Sauerwein C. S., 2017). Yet, while STIX is the most used 
standard for representing CTI, this article questions if the features STIX is praised for are actually used in 
practice.  
 
Drawing inspiration from anthropology and ethnographical studies following the professionals working with 
CTI, there are indications that the amount of shared CTI without the use of standards is indeed high, with 
possible impact on the developments of new standards, models, software and processes of CTI. Sauerwein et 
al. (2019) confirm this. From this initial analysis, the following the research questions emerged: How do 
practitioners understand CTI and how do they share it? Do their understanding and sharing of CTI align with 
the current development of the field of tools and formal representations of CTI? 

2. Methodology 
This research paper base on a triangulation of preliminary ethnographical observation of CTI environments, a 
questionnaire, and semi-structured interviews. In addition, Eclectic IQ performed and presented a statistical 
analysis on STIX usage presented in (Polzunov, 2019). These results are used in the discussion together with 
our own results. The most relevant results from their study are described in Section 3.3. 
 
For our questionnaire we have used (Krosnick, 2018) and (Smyth, 2006) as guidance, with the most important 
choices listed underneath. 
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 In order to minimize the respondent’s fatigue, we chose to keep the number of questions as low as 
possible. This limits the amount of information we can extract, but presumably increases the quality of 
the results. 

 We chose questions that were easy to reply to, requiring a limited amount of interpretation of the 
questions, and also a limited amount of retrieval of relevant information in their memory or 
integration of this information in judgments and final answers (choice of option). 

 Where we ask the respondents to estimate percentages we chose to make the questions open in order 
to escape biases. We chose the classes to be reported based upon the answers we got. 

 We chose open questions where possible to mitigate possible biased responses in the case of a non-
exhaustive list. The use of "Other, please specify" is not recommended as a solution to this (Krosnick, 
2018) and hence not chosen. 

 Experimental evidence suggests that checklists should be structured in "did  ̶  did not" format as 
opposed to "check-all-that-apply", partially because respondents take longer to answer forced choice 
items, and partially because forced-choice answers are easier to interpret (Smyth, 2006). This is the 
argument for choosing this option in our questionnaire.  

 
The questionnaire was developed in three stages, with an initial version tested on a reference group of four 
people. Improvements and a new version was tested on a new reference group of 11 persons during the 2019 
FIRST CTI Symposium. The final version was created with the input and evaluation of this 2nd version. In order 
to set the frame for the questionnaire, a limited text was included to introduce it, as seen in (Bromander S. , 
2019). The questionnaire was published using a web portal available from the University of Oslo (UiO, 2019).  
The questionnaire was online from June 15th to August 8th 2019. There is a limited number of CTI professionals, 
and the method for attracting many to participate was to advertise in public and to time the data collection 
during the 31st Annual FIRST Conference where many CTI practitioners meet.  
 
Interviews were conducted post-questionnaire, with three participants. The participants were volunteers since 
the respondents were anonymous, and hence could not be asked or selected for participation. The participants 
were asked to comment on the questionnaire questions, and the answers were used to better understand the 
results. The interview guide can be found in (Bromander S. , 2019). As part of the interviews, the participants 
were asked to represent a given piece of information in STIX, used as a case study in this article. 

3. Results 
The results from the questionnaire are presented in Section 3.1 through Section 3.3 and are divided into three 
parts corresponding to the questionnaire design. 
  
The definition of sectors and organization sizes are found in (S&P, 2019) and (EC, 2019).  There were 36 
respondents to the complete questionnaire. The relatively small number of respondents means that all results 
must be seen as indicative, not as conclusive. All percentages are rounded off. 
 
The semi-structured interviews contributed to the choice of included results in this paper, and to the 
discussion found in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. 
 
Section 3.4 presents the results of a case study to explain the problem with flexibility within STIX, performed as 
part of the semi-structured interviews.  

3.1 About the respondents 
Of the 36 respondents, 30 answered that they shared CTI as part of their role. The respondents were 
representing the sectors, organization size and countries as seen in Figure 3 to Figure 5. 
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Figure 3: Respondents by country. 

 
Figure 4: The size of the organizations represented. 

 
Figure 5: Respondents by sector. 

3.2 Sharing CTI 
The main conclusions possible to draw from the responses are related to the format of shared CTI, the use of 
consumed CTI and the reasons for not sharing. All the respondents considered themselves consumers of CTI, 
and ~70% considered themselves producers of CTI. 

3.2.1 Format of shared CTI 
The format of consumed CTI ranges from text files, PDF files and articles, to Malware Information Sharing 
Platform (MISP), STIX, JSON, XML, cvs and txt files. Of the 30 consumers of CTI, the median of the amount of 
consumed CTI without interrelationships within the data is 80%. The corresponding median for the amount of 
consumed CTI with interrelationships within the data is 20%. The sectors or the sizes of the organizations do 
not influence the results.  
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3.2.2 Storing and Using the Consumed CTI 
83% of the respondents reply that they partially or fully store the received data in a structured way, and 37% 
reply that they use the consumed CTI for further analysis. 

3.2.3 Obstacles for Sharing 
The Traffic Light Protocol (TLP) (FIRST, 2019) is used for handling and sharing CTI. TLP describes four levels 
(white, green, amber, red) which dictate how labeled information must be protected and who may receive 
access. Knowledge of TLP is limited outside the technical community and may hence be problematic to use in 
communities where TLP is uncommon.  
 
In our results, 77 % of respondents state that the most prominent reasons for not sharing CTI are related to 
privacy, confidentiality and classification of data. Out of these, TLP is mentioned by 26 % directly. 30 % refer to 
classification in general, without specifying a specific classification scheme. For 43% of the respondents, the 
lack of time, motivation and resources are the most prominent reason for not sharing CTI. 

3.3 Using STIX 
70% of the respondents replied that they have not used STIX in the past six months. Of the 30% that did use 
STIX, only 66% created a STIX file/bundle. Of those who responded that sharing of CTI was part of their role,  
80%  had not created a STIX file/bundle in the last six months. The questionnaire results gave little insight into 
which SDOs and relationship types were in use due to the low number of respondents.  
 
There is a limited amount of STIX feeds available (Polzunov, 2019). The available feeds evaluated by (Polzunov, 
2019) indicates that there exists “good” and “bad” use of STIX, and they provide a rich set of metrics for 
evaluating this. Their analysis implies that there is a large span in the number of object types in use, and that 
the more objects types are utilized, the more custom fields are included as well. The same is true for the use of 
relationships. We suggest that utilizing more object and relationship types implies advanced use, and that 
need of custom fields implies shortcomings in the standard. The results then indicates that the more advanced 
STIX usage becomes, the more shortcomings emerge.  

3.4 Using STIX in CTI Processes 
STIX represents one of the most thorough standards for describing CTI. Yet with the rapid developments in the 
field of CTI the standard as it currently stand suffers from limitations. Firstly, the absence of a top-level 
element to represent and structure specific company assets such as IT systems affected by an incident is a 
limitation (Böhm, 2018).  STIX relationships are flexible, and without restrictions for usage. Hence, the same 
relationship may be used between different STIX Domain Objects (SDOs). Since relationships are described 
within the properties of one object, this gives a potential for confusion in using them. According to (Polzunov, 
2019) relationships are only used to a limited extent.  
 
A fast-growing knowledge base for CTI is the ATT&CK framework supplied by Mitre, (Mitre, 2019), which 
describes threat actors, tools, techniques and tactics. This knowledge base is a major step towards structuring 
knowledge of tactical CTI in terms of the TTPs previously described. However, the use of STIX to represent the 
content of ATT&CK is not straight forward, due to tactics not being represented in STIX as a term. MITRE 
publishes their ATT&CK knowledge base with the use of STIX, but they have had to add custom fields within 
the “Attack Pattern” SDO in order to include all the information. The lack of explicit options to express this 
relevant knowledge base within CTI is a shortcoming in STIX. 
 
Secondly, the large flexibility of the STIX language is by itself a weakness. An example piece of information 
typically shared is “Sad Panda has used 123.456.789 for command and control”. When asked to represent this 
with STIX 2.0, three different threat intelligence analysts came up with three different representations, and we 
cannot exclude the possibility that additional different representations would be suggested if additional 
personnel were asked. Figure 4 presents the simplified code for the three representations. 
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Figure 4: Three different representations of the same information using STIX 

The three analysts all place information in description fields using English prose, rather than structured 
information consumable by a computer. In addition, there are different object types in use, which means that 
someone consuming this CTI has to look several places in order to ensure consuming everything. Due to the 
different ways of representing the same information, the possibility of automatic consumption and computer-
based analysis becomes limited. If a computer cannot identify information because the information type is not 
normalized, “Big Data”-style analysis is not possible. As a result, large amounts of manual work is needed to 
interpret, correct and analyze the data. Furthermore, different ways of representing the same information, 
whether it is consumed manually or automatically, will result in loss due to the normal behavior of both 
humans and computers to look for what is known, and then discard the rest. 
 
These limitations of STIX have emerged as a result of new requirements for precise CTI representation, which 
seem to be in conflict with flexibility, that had to be included in the early versions of STIX in order for 
practitioners to use it. However, as the maturity and capabilities for precise CTI are increasing, we are in need 
of a more strict and precise model than what STIX currently offers.  

4. Discussion 

4.1 CTI in Theory and Practice  
Shared data and information may be used to perform or extract CTI, but do not always classify as such. NATO 
and Gartner are aligned in defining CTI as produced knowledge, which cannot be transferred using standalone 
data points. If CTI is shared using only standalone data points, vital knowledge regarding the threat actors and 
their habitats becomes lost in the process, because the interrelationships and context represents the 
knowledge.  
 
The  results of the questionnaire indicate that many professionals share CTI, but when digging deeper into 
formats and actual shared data, it is found that what is shared is simply threat data, and in some cases threat 
information. The concept of CTI loses its meaning when used for sharing of threat data. As it currently stands, 
if an actor claims to send CTI through STIX one cannot trust that one will receive more than simple threat data.  

4.2 What does it mean to “use STIX”? 
The questionnaire results indicate that many claim to use STIX, but few have actually created STIX bundles. 
There is no need for creating STIX bundles in order to use it, but to create STIX bundles is how one can actually 
decide on content and how one can specify how STIX is used. 
 
To “use STIX” in terms of consumption of STIX bundles should involve more than accepting a JSON file and 
manually consuming it, because the same content may then just as well be shared as English prose using a text 
file, PDF, emails or a csv file. 
 
The potential benefits of using STIX are to structure information and create a standardized way of sharing CTI 
suitable for automation. To “use STIX” would then arguably entail fulfilling at least one of the two, and 
preferably both. The results reported in Section 3.4 show how the usage of different SDOs and relationships 
varies, which entails that true structure is generally not in place. There are typically different representations 
of the same CTI, and hence the value of structure is degraded. In addition, as shown in Section 3.4, not all 
information can be represented with the default SDOs as they are currently defined and hence custom fields 
and properties must be used. This entails a lack of standardization of all relevant information, which poses a 
problem for automation. We therefore argue that while many claim to “use STIX”, in most cases it is not used 
as a standardized way of sharing CTI suitable for automation, even when a STIX bundle or file has been 
created. 
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4.3 What value does STIX give if not used as a strict format?  
The value of using a standardized format is limited if it is not used consistently. This especially holds for IT 
applications where standards are essential for distributed applications. 
  
The value of representing data or information in a standardized format includes knowing where in a file a 
certain type of data is found, and what it looks like. If a standard provides flexibility about where to place a 
certain piece of data, or its format, it reduces the ability of other parties to identify and use this piece of data. 
If a standard allows ad hoc extensions of representation, the extended parts of the standard requires 
additional work for other parties to consume. In both cases, the standard will significantly reduce its value for 
computers and human operators using it for sharing. We argue that STIX currently has this deficiency. This 
means that the current usage of STIX is not superior to any other standardized way of sharing data that two or 
more parties have agreed on, based partly on a common vocabulary. The STIX vocabularies are valuable 
contributions. 
 
If CTI is shared in a format that the recipient does not understand, the recipient’s ability to consume the 
knowledge is limited. The labor-intensive task of agreeing on how to use the standard between two parties can 
solve this. If no agreement between two parties has been made, or a parsing task has not been conducted on 
the receiving end, then there will be a significant loss of information in transfer. Most importantly, if the 
standards are not used consistently the threat intelligence community’s ability to know if they are talking 
about the same threats/information is hindered.  Standardized sharing is key for CTI, and for STIX to be useful 
it needs to be used in line with intent.  

4.4 The issue with claimed usage of sharing standards – when ideas do not match reality  
Through examination of one of the “known truths” in CTI, this study finds that assumptions made regarding 
the use of STIX are not valid.  
 
The three main consequences these types of assumptions lead to are all results of using “known truths” as 
guidance for prioritizing the work and development within a field. Prioritizing a task or a fact means 
deprioritizing something else. 
 
Firstly, we find that training personnel to use STIX as it stands today takes valuable time away from other types 
of training that can potentially hold more value. This influences the shortage of technical security personnel 
(Vogel, 2016) (Crumpler, 2019) in a negative direction as personnel may be less capable and less efficient to do 
the required work. 
 
Secondly, choice and development of tools and procedures need to adhere to the reality. The field of CTI is 
highly dependent on technical tools and solutions, and the effectiveness and capabilities of the collective 
workforce rely on informed choices. Priorities based on imprecise information can lead to a decrease in 
effectiveness and capability. 
 
Lastly, research and development needs to focus on real world problems and prioritize based upon a rational 
foundation. Assumptions and “known truths” need validation, and if an assumption is found to be wrong, it 
must be disseminated to the community. This validation is necessary to steer ongoing research in a direction 
that can benefit our collective cyber defenses.  
 
Although the research presented here is a micro study this paper touches on critical foundations of the 
processes of CTI and methods within the field. The ramifications identified can extend to international 
cooperation.  
 
Agreements for International cooperation to improve cybersecurity beyond country borders for a secure 
international cyberspace can be made on an international level (NATO, 2016). However, if cooperation on the 
technical level is hindered, the potential for collaboration at a political level is limited. In the current landscape 
of cyber threats, it is essential to have a common language for sharing and acting on CTI through public and 
private efforts with the aim to secure cyberspace. Without this, the ability to develop automated tools that are 
able to utilize the CTI is restricted, and the global community’s ability to defend against threats in and from 
cyberspace is unnecessarily hindered.  
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5. Conclusion 
Through questioning the difference between data, information and intelligence in models and standards used 
in CTI, this paper finds that while sharing threat intelligence is deemed to be crucial, classification and trust, 
unclear use of terminology, as well as large flexibility within STIX hinders developments in the field of CTI. 
While the current flexibility of STIX has allowed for inclusion of a variety of users, the lack of precision reduces 
the possibility for knowledge transfer and data analytics. To improve this situation, stricter definitions and 
greater specificity are called for. Increased precision and clearer guidelines can enable a full use of STIX 
without loss of vital information, which in turn can create possibilities to share knowledge beyond flat files. 
Such a use of CTI can improve the ability to defend collectively in the cyber domain. While the international 
community calls for shared efforts to secure cyberspace, little will be successful if the technical ability is not in 
place to do so.  
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